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High energy limit of scattering amplitudes in QCD:

Large logarithms in s compensate small coupling and a full 
resummation is needed:

In multi-Regge kinematics: 



In this limit new effective degrees of freedom appear

REAL emissions create a gauge invariant effective vertex

VIRTUAL contributions Reggeize t-channel gluons

2 to 2+n soft gluon amplitudes have ladder structure



Multijet cross sections:

Diffractive events: Hard Pomeron = bound state of 2 Reggeized gluons.







At large energies the saddle point dominates

IR/UV symmetric diffusion in transverse momenta for

invariant



violates unitarity bounds

BFKL increases number of gluons of a fixed
transverse size 1/Q

Perturbative degrees of 
freedom at high density
dominated by nonlinearities



Non-linearities needed to damp this growth

For large targets BK equation is a good candidate:

Non-linearities can be introduced with weighted diffusion in linear evolution:

forced to have a 
different saddle point



Slower growth than BFKL

Decrease with energy

Faster growth than BFKL

For there is no growth with energy
symmetry broken



Critical line:

Solution invariant under geometrical scaling:

with critical exponent

for the crossover
dilute-dense transition

IR suppression



Main features of saturation:
1. Dilute/dense transition
2. Scaling symmetry
3. Critical exponent 2.44
4. IR/UV competition

At asymptotic energies
linear evolution has no 
memory on transverse sizes

When memory is intr0duced
infrared modes are suppressed
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LO BFKL:

• The coupling is fixed and carries colour factor 

• No fermions
• The same kernel in all SUSY theories
• Holomorphically separable and SL(2,C) invariant

• Iterated in s-channel with periodic BC corresponds
to an integrable Heisenberg ferromagnet.

Holographic interpretation at large coupling?

Gravity dual of the saturation line? 

[Brower-Polchinsky-Strassler-Tan]

[Hatta-Iancu-Mueller]

[Cornalba-Costa-Penedones]

[Lipatov]

[Lipatov]

[Faddeev, Korchemsky]

Important: in the gauge theory side we are at small coupling



Dual of perturbative parton saturation in gravity?

First hint:  Black hole formation in gravitational collapse of matter

Choptuik´s numerical study of spherical symmetric collapse of a massless field

BLACK HOLE

FLAT SPACETIME

supercritical

subcritical

Initial
data

Scalar wave packet implodes and then disperses

Stable manifold

Critical solution

Implodes through r=0
with a small fraction of 

field forming a BH

a parameter for the gravitational self-interaction of initial data of imploding scalar
waves with different radial density

This is a line of universal 
critical dynamics

In all dimensions
the radius of the

BH scales as

In dimension five:

[Alvarez Gaume-Gomez-Vazquez Mozo]



critical solution is discrete self-similar  (DSS)

Metric/field components reproduce themselves after an echoing period

This echoing is not present in QCD

QCD has a continuous
self-similarity (CSS):

Geometric scaling in DIS 
data at small x

CSS in any gravitational collapse? 

Spherical collapse of perfect fluid 
with equation of state

[Stasto-Golec Biernat-Kwiecinski]



We have studied the gravitational collapse of a perfect fluid in any dimension

At initial time a density of matter is distributed in the radial coordinate r

There is spherical symmetry to avoid gravitational waves:

With barotropic equation of state: 

This type of collapse was studied exactly by Choptuik in a classical work in 
numerical relativity. 

For a generic initial density, parametrized by p, there is no collapse

For critical initial density, p*, a small fraction of matter goes through a region
dominated by a continuous self-similar scaling law and forms a tiny black hole

The size of this black hole scales with the formula



We impose CSS in Einstein´s equations: critical solution:     z=r/t:    Z(r,t)=Z(z)

Our approach for any dimension is more modest

Ratio of the mean density inside the sphere of radius r to the local density at r:



Then we look for an unstable mode in a Liapunov expansion:

This mode breaks CSS



The Liapunov´s mode coincides with
Choptuik´s critical exponent

The one of interest to us is the case of conformal fluid 
and dimension five.

Main features of critical gravitational collapse:

1. Flat/black hole transition
2. Scaling symmetry
3. Critical exponent 2.58
4. Gravity/kinetic competition





1. Flat/black hole transition
2. CSS
3. Critical exponent 2.58
4. Gravity/kinetic competition

1. Dilute/dense transition
2. Geometric scaling
3. Critical exponent 2.44
4. IR/UV competition

4d Perturbative QCD 5d Tiny Black hole





We did not need supersymmetry or AdS … Kinematics is the key …

What is the space-time geometry corresponding to the BFKL kernel?

This is probably the local gravity dual picture of perturbative saturation, 
can we define the correct scattering set up?

Is the final stage of evolution, something like the color glass condensate, 
dual to a tiny black hole? Can we map entropy flows?

Corrections to the semiclassical gravity picture should correspond to higher
order corrections in the gauge theory side.

Is it really correct that unitarity of QCD at high energies is related to the
formation of higher dimensional tiny black holes? 

Can we learn something new about gravity from experiments at colliders?


